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Let 3 be a class of mappings such that all homeomorphisms are in 5 and the composition of 
any two mappings in ;F is also in 3. In University of Houston Mathematics Problem Book (Problem 
150 and Problem 151). H. Cook has the following problems: (i) If a continuum X is homogeneous 
with respect to 2, is there a continuum Y which is z-equivalent to X and which is homogeneous? 
(ii) Suppose that a continuum Y is &equivalent to a homogeneous continuum and E is a positive 
number. Does there exist a positive number S such that if a, b t Y and d(a, b) < 8, then there is 
a mapping f in ;F from Y onto Y such that f(a) = b and no point of Y is moved a distance more 
than E? In this paper, we give negative answers to the problems (i) and (ii). 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54CO5, 54C10, 54F15, 54F50 
1. Introduction 
A continuum is a compact connected metric space. Let 3 be a class of mappings. 
A continuum X is said to be homogeneous with respect to ;2 [2] if for every two 
points p, q of X there exists a surjective mapping f: X + X such that f( p) = q and 
f~6. If ;” is the class of homeomorphisms, then we say simply ‘homogeneous’. 
Suppose that X and Y are continua. A mapping f: X + Y is confluent if for every 
subcontinuum Q of Y, each component C off’(Q) is mapped onto Q, i.e.&C) = Q. 
A mapping f: X+ Y is monofone if for each y E Y, f’(y) is non-empty and 
connected. Each monotone mapping is confluent. A mapping f: X + Y is cell-like 
if for each y E Y, f’(y) has a trivial shape, i.e., Sh(f’(y)) = *. A mapping f: X + Y 
is a near-homeomorphism if for any F > 0, there is a homeomorphism h: X + Y such 
that d(f, h) = sup{d(f(x), h(x)) Ix E W <F. A continuum Y is said to be s- 
equivalent to X if there is a mapping in ;“r from X onto Y and a mapping in 3 
from Y onto X. A class 3 of mappings is said to be a C-class if all homeomorphisms 
are in g and the composition of any two mappings in 3 is also in 3. 
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In University of Houston Mathematics Problem Book (Problem 150), H. Cook 
has the following problem: 
(i) Let ;F: be a C-class of mappings. If a continuum X is homogeneous with 
respect to F, is there a continuum Y which is ‘2-equivalent to X and which is 
homogeneous? Clearly, if a continuum X is 2-equivalent to a homogeneous con- 
tinuum, X is homogeneous with respect to ;“r. D. Jones showed that the answer is 
no for the class 3 consisting of all homeomorphisms and all mapppings whose 
range is not homogeneous. H. Cook still raises the following problem: What is the 
answer if ;“r is the class of all mappings, all monotone mappings, all open mappings, 
all confluent mappings,. . . , etc.? In Section 2 of this paper, we show that there is 
a dendrite which is homogeneous with respect to s(i) (i = 1,2,3,4) and which is 
not z( i)-equivalent to any homogeneous continuum, where %‘r( i) (i = 1,2,3,4) 
denotes the class of all confluent mappings, all monotone mappings, all cell-like 
mappings, all near-homeomorphisms, respectively. Also, H. Cook has the following 
problem (Problem 151 in University of Houston Mathematics Problem Book): 
(ii) Let 5 be a C-class of mappings. Suppose that a continuum Y is z-equivalent 
to a homogeneous continuum and E > 0. Does there exist a positive number 6 such 
that if a, b E Y and d(a, b) < 6, then there is a mappingf in 2 from Y onto Y such 
that f(a) = b and d(f; 1 y) < e? It is well known that if a continuum Y is 
homogeneous, for any E > 0 there is a positive number 6 such that if a, b E Y and 
d(a, b) < 6, then there is a homeomorphism h from Y onto Y such that h(a) = b 
and d(h, 1 y) < E (E.G. Effros [5]). In Section 3, we also give a negative answer to (ii). 
Remark. B(l), ;F(2) and B(4) are C-classes, but s(3) is not a C-class. In fact, 
the composition of two cell-like mappings is not always cell-like (e.g., see [ll]). 
2. An example which gives a negative answer to problem (i) 
Let T, be a simple triod in the plane EZ, i.e., T, = A(1) u A(2) u A(3), where A(i) 
is a segment in E2 with an end point a and A(i) n A(j) = {a} (i Zj). Let u(i) be 
the middle point of A(i). Set T(i) = A(i, 1) u A(i, 2) LJ A(i, 3), where A(i, j) is a 
segment in E2, u(i) is an end point of each A( i,j), A( i, 1) u A(i, 2) = A(i), A( i,j) n 
A(i,j’)={u(i)}(jfj’) and the family {A(i,3)},= ,,2,3 is disjoint. Set T2 = lJf,, T(i). 
By induction, we obtain T,, =Ui,t(l,z,It T(i,, i2,. . , in-,). Set X=Cl,+(u~=, T,,) 
(see Fig. 1). If the diameters of the segments A( i, , i,, . . . ,3) are sufficiently small, 
we may assume that X is a dendrite in E2. 
Consider the following subsets of X. 
a(X) = {x E XI x has a neighborhood base { U,} such that (Bd U,)” = l}, 
where (Bd U,)” denotes the cardinal number of Bd Ux. 
/~(X)={XEX--(X)1x has a neighborhood 
base {V,} such that (Bd V,)” = 2). 
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Fig. 1 
y(X)={x~x-(a(X)uP(X))Ix has aneighborhood 
base { W,} such that (Bd W,)” = 3). 
Note that X=a(X)up(X)ur(X). 
Lemma 2.1. Let X be the above dendrite. Foranypointsp( i), q(i) E a(X) (i = 1,2,3), 
there is a homeomorphism h: X + X such that h( p( i)) = q(i) for each i, where p(i) # 
p( i’), q(i) # q( i’) (i # i’). 
Proof. For any x, y E X, let [x, y] denote the unique arc in X from x to y. Choose 
points pO and qO of X such that 
(1) [P(L), PWI n [PO), PWI = [PO), PO] and 
(2) [4(l), d2)l n [q(l), d3)1= [q(l), 4d 
Note that p,,, qoE y(X). For each i = 1,2,3, choose two sequences {p,,( i)},=o.,,z ,__., 
and {q,,( i)}n=0,1,2,..., of points of X such that 
(3) p,(i), qn(i)E Y(X), pO(i) =pO, qO(i) = qo, 
(4) PJ4 + P,+,(i), %A4 + q,+,(i), 
(5) lim,,, p,(i) =p(i), lim,,, q,,(i) = q(i) and 
(6) each p,(i) (n z 1) is contained in the arc in X from pO to ~,+~(i) and qn(i) 
(n 2 1) is contained in the arc in X from qO to q”+,(i). 
For any two points x1, x2 of X, X(x,, x,) denotes the closure of the component 
of X -{x,, x2} which contains x, and x2. Clearly, there is a homeomorphism 
hn: X(p,(i),~,+~(i))~X(q~(i), q,,+,(i)) for each i= 1,2,3 and n = 1,2,3,. . . , such 
that hn( p,,( i)) = q,,(i) and hf,( p,+,( i)) = q,,+l(i). Let Yn (n 3 1) be the closure of the 
component of X -{p,,(i)} such that pO@ Yh and P,,+~( i) & Yi. Also, let Zt (n 2 1) 
be the closure of the component of X - { qn (i)} such that qO@ Zb and qn+l(i) @ Z,. 
Note that there is a homeomorphism k’,: Yf,+Z, (n = 1,2,. _ . ,) such that 
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kL(p,,(i))=q,,(i). Define a homeomorphism h: X+X by 
1 
4(i) if x = p(i), 
h(x) = ha(x) if xE X(p,(i), pn+,(i)), 
k:(x) if XE YL. 
Clearly h is the desired homeomorphism. 
Similarly, we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be the above dendrite and let x and y be any two points ofX. 
Then there is a homeomorphism h: X + X such that h(x) = y if any one of thefollowing 
conditions is satisfied. 
(9 x, YE a(X), 
(ii) x, YE P(X), 
(iii) x, y E y(X). 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be the above dendrite and let f: X + X be a surjective mapping. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) f is a monotone mapping; 
(ii) f is a cell-like mapping; 
(iii) f is a near-homeomorphism. 
Proof. Since X is tree-like, every monotone mapping is cell-like. Hence (i) implies 
(ii). Clearly (ii) implies (i). (iii) implies (i) follows from the fact that X is locally 
connected. Finally, we must prove (i) implies (iii). Let E > 0. Choose non-degenerate 
subcontmua B,, I&, . . . , B, of X such that 
(1) diamB,<e/3foreachi=1,2 ,..., n, 
(2) X=U: , B,. 
(3) for each i, {BjI Bi n B, f a}” ~3, and 
(4) if Bin B, #0, then B,n B, ={b,} and b,EP(X). 
Also, choose an open covering II = { Ui}i=r,2,,.,,n of X such that 
(5) mesh ll< a/3, 
(6) Bit U, for each i, and 
(7) U, n Uj#O iff Bi nBj#O. 
Note that the nerve N(U) of ll is a tree. For each i = 1,2,. . . , n, choose a point ai 
of X such that 
(8) aiEf’(B<)-Uj+,f’(~). 
If Bi n Bj # 0, we can choose a point nU E p(X) such that 
(9) &j E [a,, Qjl nf’( U n rl-,). 
Let Ai be the closure of the component of X - {a,1 Bi n Bj f 0) such that Ui E Ai. 
Then X = lJ:=, Ai, because each aii is contained in p(X). We shall prove that 
Ai c St(f’( Ui);f’(Ll)) for each i. Suppose, on the contrary, that A, - 
St(f’( U,);f’(U)) # 0. Then there are LJ,, IJ, E ll such that LJj n U, # 0, Uj n Uk # 0, 
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Ui n U, = 0, and f(Ai) 3 bjk. Choose points c E Ai and d E [aj, ak] such that f(c) = 
f(d) = b,k. Since f is monotone, [c, d] cf’( bjk). Note that uy E [c, d] nf’( Ui). 
Hencef(aU) = bJk E Ui, which is a contradiction. Since each Ai and Bi are homeomor- 
phic to X, respectively, and aU E a(A,), b, E a(Bi), by Lemma 2.1 there is a homeo- 
morphism hi: Ai + B, (i = 1,2,3) such that h,(ali) = b,. Define a homeomorphism 
h: X+X by h(x)=&(x) for each XEA,. If XEA~, hi B,c U, andf(x)E U, for 
some Uj such that Uj n Ui # 0. Hence by (5), we have 
(10) d(J;h)s2meshU<s. 
Hence f is a near-homeomorphism. This completes the proof. Cl 
In [7], we have proved the following proposition. For completeness, we give the 
proof again. 
Proposition 2.4 [7, (2.3)]. Let X be the above dendrite. Then X is homogeneous with 
respect to monotone mappings, i.e., 3(2). 
Proof. Let pO be the end point of A( 1) such that pO # a (for the notations A(l), a, . . . , 
see the construction of X). Let p, q be any two points of X. First, we shall prove 
that we may assume that p = pO. If Xi (i = 1,2,3) is a component of X -{a}, and 
p E X, , then there is the monotone mapping f: X + X3 such that f(X, u X1) = {a} 
and j-1 X, = Id. Since X, is homeomorphic to X and a E cy (X,), pO E a(X), by Lemma 
2.1 there is a homeomorphism h: X, + X such that h(a) = p,,. Then h of: X + X is 
a monotone mapping such that h of(p) = p,,. Consider the following three cases. 
Case 1. Suppose q E a(X). By Lemma 2.1, there is a homeomorphism h: X-+X 
such that h(P,) = q. 
Case 2. Suppose q E p(X). Consider the quotient mapping g: X + X/X(a, p,,) 
(for the notation X(u, p,J, see the proof of Lemma 2.1). By Proposition 2.2, choose 
a homeomorphism h: X/X(a,p,)+X such that h(g(p,)) = q. Hence h 0 g: X+X 
is a monotone mapping such that h 0 g(p,,) = q. 
Case 3. Suppose q E -y(X). Choose a point b E y(X) n x2, where pOezz X,. Con- 
sider the quotient mapping g: X +X/X(p,, a)uX(a, b). Note that g(po)E 
y(g(X)). Hence by Proposition 2.2, there is a homeomorphism h: g(X)+X such 
that h(g(p,)) = q. Then h 0 g: X+X is the desired monotone mapping. This 
completes the proof. 0 
Theorem 2.5 [lo]. If f: Y+ Y’ is a confluent mapping between continua and Y is 
tree-like, then Y’ is also tree-like. Moreover, if Y is a dendrite, then Y’ is also a dendrite. 
Since every dendrite is not homogeneous, by Theorem 2.5 X is not g( i)-equivalent 
to any homogeneous continuum (i = 1,2,3,4). Consequently, we have the following 
main result which gives a negative answer to Cook’s problem. 
Theorem 2.6. There is a dendrite which is homogeneous with respect to s(i) (i = 
1,2,3,4) and which is not 3( i)-equivalent to any homogeneous continuum, where B(i) 
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(i = 1,2,3,4) denotes the class of all confluent mappings, monotone mappings, cell-like 
mappings, near-homeomorphisms, respectively. 
3. An example which gives a negative answer to problem (ii) 
Let g(O) be the class of all mappings. In this section, we consider problem (ii) 
for the case 3 = g(O). By the theorem of Hahn-Mazurkiewicz-Sierpinski [9, p. 2561, 
every Peano continuum (i.e., locally connected continuum) is 3(O)-equivalent to 
any homogeneous Peano continuum. Let X be a continuum. Consider the following 
property: 
( # ) for any E > 0 there is a positive number 6 such that if a, 6 E X and d( a, b) < 6, 
then there is a mapping f (i.e., f~ s(O)) from X onto X such that f(a) = b and 
d(f, lx)< c. 
We shall construct a Peano continuum Y which does not have the property (# ). 
We cannot construct a Peano continuum which is l-dimensional and which does 
not have the property (# ). In fact, we have the following. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a (n + 1)-dimensional continuum (n 2 0). If X is locally 
n-connected (i.e., LC”), then X has the property (# ). 
Proof. Let E > 0. Since X is LC” (n 2 0), for each x E X there is a family 
{ Uj(~)}j=O,l,Z,.,,,n of neighborhoods of x in X such that 
(1) L&(x) = U,(x) = G(x) =. . . = K(x), 
(2) U,(x) is a Peano subcontinuum of X and diam U,(x) < E, 
(3) ~~(4): T~( Uj(x))+ T~( u,_,(x)) is a zero homomorphism for 0~ ks n and 
1s jc n, where i,: Uj(X) L, U,_,(x) is the inclusion mapping. 
Since X is compact, there is a positive number 6 such that if A c X and diam A -C 6, 
then A is contained in Int U,(x) for some x E X. We shall show that 6 is the desired 
positive number. Suppose that a, b E X and d( a, 6) < 6. Choose a point x0 E X such 
that a, b E Int U,,(x,). Let V be a closed neighborhood of Q in X such that Vc 
Int Un(x,). Let A be an arc in Int V such that a E A. Define a mapping f,: (Bd V) u 
A+ u,(x,) by 
if x E Bd V, 
(4) f’(x)={;ix), if xEA, 
where g: A+ U,(x,) is a surjective mapping (see (2)) such that g(a) = b. 
Note that dim VS dim X < n + 1. Since X is LC”, by (3) and an argument similar 
to that used in the proof of [6, p. 150, Theorem 2.11, we obtain a mapping 
f2: V+ U,(x,) such that f2 ) (Bd V) u A =fi . Define a mapping f: X + X by 
if xEX-V, 
(5) f(x)={f:x), if xE V. 
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By (2), (4) and (5), we can conclude that f is a surjective mapping, f(a) = b and 
d(f, lx) < E. This completes the proof. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. If X is a Peano continuum and dim X s 1, then X has theproperty ( # ). 
Similarly, we have: 
Proposition 3.3. If X is a compact ANR, then X has the property (# ). 
In the statement of Corollary 3.2, we cannot omit the condition that X is Peanean. 
There are many examples. In fact, consider the closure of the curve in the plane 
E2 whose equation is y = sin I/x for 0 <x < 1. The continuum does not have the 
property (#). Unfortunately, we do not know whether such continua are (“r(O)- 
equivalent to homogeneous continua or not. 
Next, we shall construct a Peano continuum Y such that dim Y = 2 and Y does 
not have the property (# ). 
Consider the following sets in the plane E2: 
X,={(X,~)EE~~IGX~+~~~~~}, 
S,={(x,y)~E’Ix~+y~=l}, S,={(x, y)~ E21~2+y2=22}. 
Let X2 be the l-dimensional subcontinuum of X, that consists of two concentric 
circles S, , S2 and a doubly infinite spiral between S, and S,. Let S be a circle lying 
in the Euclidean 3-dimensional space E3 and S;, S; be disjoint two circles in E3. 
Consider the disjoint union Si u S: u (S x (-00, 00)) of S:, Sk and the product space 
S x (-CO, CO). Consider the following l-l mapping h from S; u S;u (S x (-co, a)) 
onto a continuum in E3 such that 
(1) h(z)=z, if ZES~US;, 
(2) h(z, 0) = z, if z E S, 
(3) hi S x (-CO, 0;)) is a homeomorphism, 
(4) lim,,, diamh(Sx{t})=O and lim,,_,diamh(S~{t})=O, and, 
(5) for each z E S, h({ z} x (-03,~)) u S{ u S:) is homeomorphic to X2. 
Consider the disjoint union h( S; u Si u (S x (-a, 00))) u X, Let x0 E S be a fixed 
point and let Y be the decomposition space 
(h(S{uS;u(Sx(-co,oo)))uX,/-- (see Fig. 2), 
which is obtained by identifying z E X2 c X, and k(z) E h(Si u S; u ({x,,} x 
(-CO, CO))), where k: X2+ h(Si u S;u ({x0} x (-03, CO))) is a homeomorphism (see 
(5)). Clearly, Y is a Peano continuum. 
Lemma 3.4. The inclusion i = hi S x (0): S x (0) + Y is not null-homotopic in Y. 
Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is a homotopy H: S x [0, l] + Y such 
that HI S x (0) = i and H( S x { 1)) is a one point set. Consider the following covering 
space ? and the covering projection p: ? + Y which are indicated below (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2 
Clearly, there is an inclusion j: S + ? such that p * j = i. By the homotopy lifting 
property of covering projections, there is a homotopy l?: S x [0, l] + ? such that 
p 0 fi = H, HIS x (0) =j and fi( S x { 1)) is a one point set. Hencej is null-homotopic 
in ? Note that fi( S x [0, 11) is compact. It is easily seen that j is not null-homotopic 
in any subcompacturn in ?. This is a contradiction. 0 
By Lemma 3.4, we have the following 
Theorem 3.5. Let Y be the above Peano continuum. Then Y does not have the 
property ( # ). 
Proof. Since X, u h( S x [ -1, 11) is a neighborhood of i(S) in Y and which is an 
ANR, there is a positive number E such that if g: S+ Y is any mapping such that 
d (i, g) < E, then g is homotopic to i in Y. Supppose, on the contrary, that Y has 
the property (# ). Choose a positive number S such that the condition (# ) is 
satisfied. Let a E S, and b E Y - (S, u S,) such that d(a, b) < 6. By ( # ), there is a 
mapping f: Y+ Y such that f(a) = b and d (f, 1 y) < E. Let V be a contractible 
neighborhood of b in Y and W be a neighborhood of a in Y such that f( W) c V. 
Then there is a (large) positive number t,, E [0, 00) such that h(S x {to}) c W. Consider 
the following homotopy $ = fhl S x [0, t,]: S x [0, to] + Y. Then i( S x {to}) c V, 
hence LlS X(0) is null-homotopic in Y. Note that d(Ll S x {0}, i) = 
d(fhlSx{O}, h/Sx{O}) < E, whichimplies that kl Sx{O}- hlSx (0). Hence hlSx{O} 
is null-homotopic in Y. By Lemma 3.4, this is a contradiction. 0 
Consequently, we have the following result which gives a negative answer to 
Problem (ii). 
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Theorem 3.6. There is a continuum Ysuch that Y is B(O)-equivalent to a homogeneous 
continuum, but Y does not have the property (# ). 
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